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In this paper we explore the idea of characterizing sentences by the shapes of 
their structural descriptions only; for example, in the case of context free 
grammars, by the shapes of the derivation trees only. Such structural descrip- 
tions will be called skeletons. A skeleton exhibits all of the grouping structure 
(phrase structure) of the sentence without naming the syntactic ategories used 
in the description. The inclusion of syntactic ategories as variables is primarily 
a question of economy of description. Every context free grammar is strongly 
equivalent to a skeletal grammar, in a sense made precise in the paper. Besides 
clarifying the role of skeletons in mathematical linguistics, we show that skeletal 
automata provide a characterization f local sets, remedying a "defect" in the 
usual tree automata theory. We extend the method of skeletal structural 
descriptions to other forms of tree describing systems. We also suggest a theoret-  
ical basis for grammatical inference based on grouping structure only. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of  the key concerns in mathemat ica l  l inguist ics is character izat ion of 
st ructura l  descr ipt ions for sentences. We would like the descr ipt ions to be as 
s imple as possible and the constructs  used in these descr ipt ions to correlate wi th  
the semant ic  and funct ional  components  of the grammar .  Excessive st ructure  
is to be avoided if its only purpose is mathemat ica l  simplicity. The  signif icance 
of each construct  can be studied by asking the quest ion:  What  would  happen if 
we el iminate it ? 
Complex i ty  of s t ructure  can be character ized by at least two criteria: h ierar-  
chical s t ructure  and the size of the vocabulary  for naming  the syntact ic  ategories. 
* This work was partially supported by NSF Grants MCS76-19466, MCS77- 
04834, and MCS78-08401. 
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The ability to precisely formulate and answer the question" How- much structure 
is necessary for sentence description ?" has been a major motivation in our 
previous work (Joshi et al., 1972a, b; Joshi, 1973; Levy, 1974, 1976; Joshi et al., 
1975; Joshi and Levy, 1977), where we have been concerned with both the 
hierarchical structure and the syntactic ategories and their interaction. 
In this paper, we will explore the idea of characterizing sentences by the 
shapes of their structural descriptions only; for example, in the case of context 
free languages, by the shapes of the derivation trees only. The only symbols 
appearing in the structure are the terminal symbols at the endpoints of the 
derivation trees. We will call a derivation tree with only the terminal symbols 
shown, a skeletal structure description, or a skeleton, for short. 1A skeleton exhibits 
all of the grouping structure (phrase structure) of the sentence, without naming 
the syntactic ategories used in the description. 
Within linguistics, the techniques of immediate constituent analysis, (IC), 
which preceded their formalization by Chomsky in terms of the theory of phrase 
structure grammars, were primarily concerned with establishing the groupings 
of a sentence into parts and parts into parts, etc., and not necessarily naming 
the syntactic ategories (Wells, 1947; Harris, 1951; Postal, 1967). The traditional 
method of diagramming a sentence isalso primarily concerned with representing 
the segmentations of a sentence. Thus, for example, the IC analysis of the sentence, 
"The big dogs chased the young boy" 
would be represented as shown in Fig. 1. (Traditionally, it is represented by 
drawing a variety of vertical bars in the linear string to indicate the groupings; 
however, we represent i as a tree). 
Clearly, such descriptions need not be unique. For example, we may have 
the structure shown in Fig. 2. Such structures also arise in grammars of different 
the cha t 
FIGURE 1 
1_ Since these descriptions pay attention only to the grouping, they may be psy- 
cholinguistically important. Our first intuition about the structure of a sentence is in 
terms of the groupings and not in terms of the corresponding syntactic ategories. 
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styles, and have computational significance (Sager, 1967; Joshi et al., 1972a, b; 
Winograd, 1973). Figures 1 and 2 are two skeletons. They show two groupings 
for the same string, but do not attach labels to the nonterminal nodes. 
/ 
chased young • - 
FIGURE 2 
The main results in this paper indicate that the inclusion of syntactic ategories 
as variables is primarily a question of economy of description. In other words, 
every context free grammar is strongly equivalent to a skeletal grammar, in a 
sense to be made precise later. 
Paralleling the generative grammars of skeletal sets, there is a theory of 
skeletal automata. The main results of (frontier-to-root) 2 tree automata have 
their exact counterparts i  the skeletal automata theory, 
Indeed, in so far as we have been able to determine, there is no place in the 
theory of context free grammars where the variables denoting syntactic ategories 
play an essential role. 
In addition to clarifying the role of skeletons ill mathematical linguistics, 
there are the following contributions to the theory of automata nd formal 
languages. We show that the skeletal automata provide a characterization of the 
local sets, remedying a "defect" in the usual tree automata theory, namely, 
that tree automata recognize strictly more than the local sets. In this way, the 
results about structural equivalence indeed speak only about the structure, as 
one would want. We also provide a theoretical basis for methods of grammatical 
inference based solely on the phrase structures, but leave open the development 
of practical grammatical inference systems based on these structural descrip- 
tions. 
In Section 2, we provide a self-contained exposition of the the6ry of skeletal 
sets and automata. In Section 3, we extend the method of skeletal structural 
descriptions to other forms of tree describing systems. In Section 4, we suggest 
a reason why the skeletal structural description which appears to be the natural 
way of describing context free languages, and was implicit in immediate con- 
stituent analysis, has not been developed heretofore. Finally, in Section 5; we 
suggest some open research problems. 
2 Also called bottom-up. 
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2. SKELETONS AND SKELETAL SETS 
2.1. Definitions 
The definitions given below are a self-contained description of skeletons and 
skeletal sets. These mathematical objects and theory parallel the well-known 
theories of trees and tree sets (Thatcher, 1967, 1873; Levy, to appear). Trees are 
understood to be rooted, directed, connected acyclic graphs, in which the imme- 
diate successors of any node are linearly ordered from left-to-right. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let N denote the set of nonnegative integers and N* the 
carrier of the monoid generated by N under concatenation, with A denoting 
the identity element of the monoid. A tree domain, D, is a finite subset of N* 
satisfying the condition that if x = y • k is in D, where y is in N* and k is in N, 
then (i) y is in D, and (ii) if p < k then y • p is in D. The length of x, denoted 
lx l ,  is defined by ]A] =0,  ]p]  = 1 i fp i s inN,  and [y ' z l  ~ lY ] - /  ]z l -  
In the case where x = y " k, y is the direct predecessor of x and x is a direct 
successor ofF. Let A be a finite alphabet. A tree, t, over A, is a mapping t: D --~ A. 
The frontier of D is the set of elements of D having no direct successors in D. 
The interior of D is D-frontier(D). A skeleton, s over A is a mapping s: D -+ A u 
{'} where ..... is not in A, mapping frontier(D) to A and interior(D) to {'}. 
I f  t is a tree over A, the skeleton corresponding to t, denoted s(t), is 
s(x) = t(x) if x is in frontier(D) 
= • if x is in interior(D). 
Informally, the skeleton corresponding to the tree preserves the structure of the 
tree, but not he variable names describing that structure. 
I f  T is a set of trees, the corresponding skeletal set, denoted S(T), or S when 
T is understood, is
S(T) = {s(t) F t is in T}. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A skeletal (frontier-root) automaton, Ms ,  is an automaton 
which, given the states of all the direct successors of a node, n, assigns a state to n. 
I f  the state of each node is uniquely determined then Ms is said to be deter- 
ministic; otherwise, Ms is nondeterministic. 
Note that Definition 2.2 automatically accounts for the states of the nodes on 
the frontier; since these nodes have no direct successors, their labels are taken as 
"initial" states. The usual automata theory definition is: 
DEFINITION 2.2a. A skeletal (frontier-to-root) automaton, M s , is described 
by Ms = (Q, A, M, F) where 
Q is a finite state set, 
A is a finite alphabet, 
F_C Q, and 
M C (Q u A)* × Q. 
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M is the transition relation which assigns a state to a node given the states of its 
direct successors. The states of the direct successors are read from left to right 
as a string in (Q u A)*. I f  (w, x) is in M where w is in (Q u .//)* and x is in Q, 
we write w --~ x. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let s be a skeleton and M a (frontier-to-root) skeletal 
automaton. A state tree, t~, for s, is a tree whose skeleton is s and there is a 
processing of s by M such that for each node, n, the label of t at n is the state 
assigned to n by 71//. 
Formally, ts is a state tree for s, a skeleton, if it satisfies the following equations: 
ts(d) = s(d) d in frontier s, 
= q if d has n direct successors d - 0, d • 1,..., d - (n - -  1) and 
ts(d" i) ~- qi ,  0 ~ i ~ n - -  1, and qoqz "'" q~-i --~ q. 
Remark. Note that a nondeterministic automaton has a set of, possibly more 
than one, state trees for each skeleton. 
DEFINITION 2.4. G = (V, A, S, P)  is a wide-sense context free grammar, if V 
is a finite nonempty set of syntactic variables, A is a finite nonempty alphabet, 
A o V ~- ;~, P is a finite set of context free productions, each rule in P is an 
ordered pair (X, W) where X is in V and W is in (A u V)*, and S C V is the 
set of starting symbols. 
Informally, G is the usual context free grammar but may have more than one 
starting symbol; when (X, W) is in P, we also write X --~ W. 
P is a relation, and derivability is the reflexive, transitive closure of P. L(G)  -~ 
{w I w is in A* and some starting symbol derives w}. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let G be a wide-sense CFG.  Ma,  the recognizer of G, is a 
skeletal automaton and the transition rules are a recognitive grammar, the 
"inverse" of G. Let G --~ (V, A, S, P), as in Definition 2.4, then M a ---- (If, A ,  
M, S) where w ~ x is in M iff x -+ w is in P. (Note that M a is, in general, 
nondeterministic.) The accepting states of M a are the starting variables of G, 
and each transition rule in M a is the inverse of a generative rule in G. (Note also 
that a deterministic version of M a would also need a "dead-state" for rejected 
skeletons, even if G is backwards deterministic.) 
Summary of notation. 
G: 
S: 
t: 
S: 
T: 
a (wide-sense) context-free grammar, 
a skeleton; 
a tree; 
a set of skeletons; 
a set of trees; 
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M S: 
Ma: 
S(M): 
T~: 
Sa: 
Ds: 
Ns: 
a skeletal (frontier-to-root) automaton; 
the skeletal automaton for G; 
the skeletal set accepted by M; 
the set of derivation trees of G; 
S(Tc) = {s(t) [ t is in Ta} = the set of skeletons of derivation trees in G; 
the class of skeletal sets accepted by deterministic skeletal automata; 
the class of skeletal sets accepted by nondeterministic automata. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let D = {h, 0, 1, 00, 01, 10, 11,110, 111, 12} and s = {(h, "), 
(0, '), (1, "), (00, a), (01, b), (10, a), (11, '), (110, a), (111, b), (12, b)}. 
is a pictorial view of s. 
Let 
Ms = ({q, qo), (a, b}, 214, {q)) 
a/ '~b a / [~b 
a/\b 
where M = ((ab, q), (aqb, q), (qq, q)) ~3 ~ × (qo) 
where c~ = {a, b, q, qo, A} a - -  {ab, aqb, qq}. 
Intuitively, q0 is a dead state. Ms assigns to each node in S the state q if the 
states of the direct successors are ab, aqb, or qq; otherwise, M s assigns qo • The 
processing of the skeleton is bottom-up from the frontier to the root. 
A state tree for this skeleton is 
q\ 
a / ~b a / [~b 
a/\b 
and there is only one state tree in this case since Ms is deterministic (since M is 
a function). 
2.2. Skeletal Automata 
Implicit in much of the theory of tree automata is its generalization of the 
theory of string automata, as Thatcher has noted (1967, 1973). In a similar way, 
the theory of skeletal automata parallels this development. Where the proofs 
are familiar, then, we will not belabor them. 
643/39/2-6 
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Given a context free grammar, G, the skeletal automaton, M a , acts as a 
syntax generator on skeletons of the right shape; i.e., Ma assigns, nondeter- 
ministically, states to the interior nodes which from the point of view of G are 
seen as variables. Thus we have: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a CFG. S(Ma) = S(Ta). (The skeletal set accepted 
by Ma is exactly the skeletal set of Ta .) 
Proof. Ma can develop a state tree in Ta exactly when s is of the right shape. 
Suppose that t is a tree in Ta ,  and consider its skeleton s(t). Ma processes s(t), 
bottom-up, and assigns a state q to any node whose direct descendants are 
XoXl "'" xn-1, when there is a rule XoX 1 ... xn_ 1 ~ q in Mo • But XoX 1 ... xn-1 --+ q 
in ]Via iff q --+ XoX 1 "" xn_ 1 in G. 
Let s o be the initial symbol in G, and the only accepting state in Ma and let 
ts be a state tree developed from s by Ma,  then 
ts ~ Ta <:> ts(A) = So ~" s e S(Ma). | 
THEOREM 2.2. Ns = Ds .  (Nondeterministic skeletal automata are no more 
powerful than deterministic skeletal automata.) 
Proof. This can be proved by the usual method, using the subset construe- 
tion. | 
Remark. For any DFG,  G, we can effectively construct a deterministic 
skeletal automaton to accept S(TG). 
THEOREM 2.3. Ns is closed under boolean operations. 
Proof. Again, the standard arguments. I 
Remark. In defining the complement, we must fix the universal set we are 
subtracting from. In this case we choose the set of skeletons over A in which no 
node has more than p direct successors, where p is the maximum degree of any 
node in a rule in Ns • 
2.3. Characterization of  Local Sets 
The theory of finite tree automata parallels the theory of finite string automata, 
but whereas the string automata ccept exactly the regular sets, the tree automata 
do not accept exactly the sets of derivation trees of context free languages. 
Thatcher (1967, 1973) has called the sets of derivation trees of context free 
grammars local sets because the membership of any tree can be established by 
examining locally the labeled nodes and their descendants. The sets of trees 
accepted by tree automata re called recognizable. The tree automata may also 
compute some global information. The relationship between the local and the 
recognizable sets can be summarized by the fact that each recognizable set is a 
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homomorphic image of a local set in which the homomorphism deletes the 
positional information. 
In the proof of Theorem 2.4, we need the following proposition about wide- 
sense context free grammars which Shows that there is no essential difference 
between wide-sense context free grammars and the usual context free grammars. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For each wide-sense CFG, G, there is a context free grammar, 
G', with a unique start symbol such that G and G' have the same skeletal set. 
Proof. Let G = (V, T, S, P) where S = {Si}. Define G' = (V', T, S', P') 
where S' is a new symbol not in V, V' ~ V u {S'}, and P '  : P t3 P" where P" 
is obtained from P by replacing each occurrence of any symbol of S on the left- 
hand side of any rule by S'. Clearly Sa = Sa' since the only difference between 
derivation trees in G and G' is the label of the root, but the shapes of the trees 
are the same. | 
Since the converse of Proposition 2.1 is trivial, we have immediately: 
THEOREM 2.4. The class of skeletal sets of wide sense CFGs is identical with 
the class of skeletal sets of CFGs with a single initial symbol. 
Remark. The class of skeletal sets of CFGs with a single initial symbol is 
the class of skeletons of local sets. 
Hence, in the proof of the following theorem we may use a wide-sense CFG: 
THEOREM 2.5. (Characterization Theorem). Ns = S(L), where L is the class 
of local sets. (The local sets are exactly the sets of trees whose skeletons are accepted 
by skeletal automata). 
Proof. If T, a set of trees, is in L, then there is a context free grammar, G, 
generating T, and by Theorem 2.1 if G is the grammar for T, Ma accepts S(T). 
Conversely, if s is in Ns ,  there is some skeletal automaton, M, which 
accepts . Then the set of state trees induced on s by M is just the set of deriva- 
tion trees, i.e., local set, generated by G, the formal inverse of M. Thus the class 
of skeletons accepted by skeletal automata is identical to the class of skeletons of 
(derivation trees of) wide-sense context free grammars, and by Theorem 2.4 
the latter is exactly S(L). | 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Thatcher has shown that the set of binary trees with internal 
nodes labeled S and frontier nodes labeled from {a, b} with yield 3 in a'b* is 
recognizable but not local. Clearly, replacing S with • gives a set recognizable 
by a skeletal automaton, and hence the skeletal set of a local set. The state tree 
induced by the skeletal automaton, is, of course, exactly the inverse projection 
noted by Thatcher. 
8 The  y ie ld  of a der ivat ion  tree is the sequence  of labels  taken  f rom lef t - to- r ight .  
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2.4. Characterizing a Skeletal Set by a Finite Sample 
The main result in this section is Theorem 2.6b which generalizes a well- 
known theorem about regular sets, namely, that for a regular set accepted by a 
k-state deterministic automaton, the set of strings of length ~<2h completely 
determines the regular set. Similarly in a context free language of words and 
their associated phrase structure, i.e., a skeletal set, accepted by a skeletal 
automaton of h states, the language is uniquely determined by the skeletons of 
depth ~<2k. 
THEOREM 2.6a, Let R be a regular set over A, recognizable by a deterministic 
finite (string) automaton, M, with at most k states. The set of strings of length ~2k 
accepted by M uniquely determines R. 
To prove this theorem, we need first: 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let A be a finite alphabet and let q = card(A) and Q = 
{1, 2 ..... q}. The q-complete tree domain of depth r, Dq. r , is the smallest ree 
domain containing Qr. 
Let the elements of d be linearly ordered and f :  Q ~ A assign to p the pth 
element of a in A; we extend f to a homomorphism f :  Q* ~ A* by f(h) ---- ,~, 
and f (w 'k )  = f(w) "f(k). Let M be a deterministic (string) automaton. The 
response tree of M of depth r over A is a mapping from Dq,, to {0, 1} which assigns 
1 to x in D¢. r ifff(x) is accepted by M. 
DEFINITION 2.7. The subtree of depth q at x in t is 
{(y , f (y ) ) [x  "y is in domain(t), l Y] ~< q andf (y )  ---- t(x -y)}. 
Now we can prove Theorem 2.6a as follows: 
Proof. Construct he response tree of depth 2k over A. Each distinct state 
is the root of a unique subtree of depth k --  1, and, by assumption, there are 
exactly k states in M; hence, k distinct subtrees. 
A complete algorithm to identify the different states is: 
Algorithm 2.6a. 
Treeset +- 
T +- response tree of depth 2k 
for n in Nodes of depth ~<k while [ Treeset 1%k do 
let t +- subtree of depth h --  1 at n 
if t is not in Treeset 
then Treeset +- Treeset u {t} 
fi ! 
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The corresponding theorem for recognizable sets is: 
THEOREM 2.6b. Let S be a skeletal set, recognizable by a deterministic skeletal 
automaton, Ms ,  with at most k states. The sets of skeletons of depth <~2k accepted 
by Ms  uniquely determines S. 
Proof. We need only show that S f, the set of all skeletons of depth ~2k  
determines the minimal machine ~/accept ing S. We give an inefficient algorithm 
to compute 37I. First we need the following definitions: 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let D be the skeletal domain 4of s, and d an element of D. 
The subskeleton at d, denoted s/d, is a skeleton with domain given by 
domain (s/d) = {y ] d " y is in domain(s)}, and 
y ~ frontier(s/d) ~ d" y ~ frontier(s). 
I f y  is in the frontier of s/d, then the label of y, (s/d)(y), is the label of d" y in s, 
s(d • y). In other words, the subskeleton at d is just the skeleton of the subtree atd. 
DEFINITION 2.8. Let S 2k denote the set of all possible skeletons of depth 
~2k  where the outdegree of any node is ~<p. Let 7r = {%, ~h, 7r~ ,...} be a 
partition of S 2e and let s be a skeleton of S 2k. 7r is said to be admissible if the block 
in which s is a member depends only on the blocks of the subskeletons of the 
direct successors of )t in s. 
Now the algorithm: 
Let k 0 ~< k be the number of states in the minimal machine accepting s. 
Starting with n = 1 we attempt o find an n-block admissible partition f S 2~, 
each block representing a state. After trying all possible partitions for the current 
value of n, we increase n by 1 if we have not found an admissible partition. 
When n is k 0 , we will actually find the admissible partition corresponding to 
the (unique) minimal machine, since the partition associated with an accepting 
machine is admissible and unique. | 
We do not have a version of the algorithm implied by Theorem 2.6b which can 
be stated as concisely as Algorithm 2.6a. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. G = ({S}, {a, b}, {S}, {S --~ aSb, S -+ ab}). 
The set of skeletons over G is: 
a / \b' a / ] \  b 
a/'\b 
a/"\b 
Since a skeleton is a (special kind of) tree, the skeletal domain is just the tree domain. 
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and Mc is recognized by a two-state machine (S and the "dead state"). The 
four skeletons hown, plus the fact that the skeletal set is recognized by a two- 
state deterministic machine completely characterize the context free grammar. 
Remark. The skeletal set is thus seen as the appropriate generalization to use 
in the context free case. Note that a generalization of the following form is not 
possible: "Given a bound k on the number of variables in a context free grammar, 
there is a constant f(k) such that the grammar is uniquely determined by the set 
of all strings of length less than f(k) which are generated by the grammar." 
The impossibility of establishing such a generalization arises from the undecida- 
bility of the equivalence problem for context free languages. It is precisely 
because structural considerations are introduced that the theorem can be 
established, since structural equivalence is known to be decidable. Indeed, the 
case of regular sets where the grammar is determined by the set of strings can be 
seen from this point of view, namely, that in the case of regular sets generated by 
a right linear grammar the stringsare isomorphic to the skeletons. 
2.5. Summary of Skeletal and Skeletal Automata 
We have developed a theory of automata operating on tree-shaped objects 
which parallels the usual theory of tree automata. It is interesting and somewhat 
surprising that, indeed, the theory goes through, and that the role played by 
variables in the usual tree automata theory is unessential. Further examples of the 
parallel to tree automata theory are: 
THEOREM 2.7. Given a skeletal automaton, Ms,  it is decidable if the set 
recognized by Ms is empty. 
Proof. L(Ms)= ~ ~:~L(G(Ms))~- ;~, where G(Ms) in the generative 
grammar corresponding to Ms,  andL(G(Ms)) = ~ ? is decidable. 
THEOREM 2.8. Given S 1 and S 2 (or, equivalent, Ms1 and Ms)  it is decidable 
ifs12s2. 
Proof. Again, as usual, try $1 n $2 and decide emptiness. | 
COROLLARY 2.1. S 1 : S 2 is decidable. 
Corollary 2.1 is usually stated as "structural equivalence is decidable." 
DEFINITION 2.9. A skeletal set is ambiguous if there are two different skeletons 
having the same yield. If a skeletal set is not ambiguous, then it is unambiguous. 
THEOREM 2.9. It is undecidable ira skeletal set is ambiguous. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.5 each skeletal set is the homomorphic mage of a local 
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set. The skeletal set is ambiguous iff the CFG of the corresponding local set is. 
But the ambiguity problem of CFGs is known to be undecidable. | 
More important, perhaps, are the two new result that follow from this develop- 
ment. First, Theorem 2.5 shows that skeletal automata indeed characterize 
the local sets, whereas tree automata re in a sense too povcerful. That is, the 
skeletal automata compute sets of state trees which are local sets, and recognize 
the skeletal sets of local sets. Second, the skeletons are an appropriate generaliza- 
tion of strings obtained by adding phrase structure only, but not adding syn- 
tactic category information. Theorem 2.6b shows that such information is 
adequate to develop the whole language consisting of the structured sentences , 
and that syntactic ategory names, if desired, might be obtained as a by-product, 
or afterthought. 
In a certain sense, Section 2 thus represents a unified treatment. There 
remain several issues, however, which we address in the next two sections. 
First, the theory of skeletons, as developed in Section 2, is based on a particular 
characterization f tree sets, albeit the most pervasive. Thus in Section 3, we 
show that similar results are available with other formulations of tree sets. 
Second, if names of syntactic ategories are an unessential, sometimes confusing, 
part of the descriptive language of trees, then some account must be given of 
their almost universal use. In Section 4, we propose an explanation based on 
economy of description, and show that variables do provide briefer grammars 
than variable free grammars would allow. 
3. OTHER INSTANCES OF THE SKELETAL CONCEPT 
3.1. Skeletal Rewriting Systems 
The rewriting systems of Buehi have been generalized by Brainerd as regular 
tree grammars. We consider the analogous definition of skeletal grammars: 
DEFINITION 3.1. A skeletal rewriting system, G = (/, P) consists of a finite 
set I of skeletons and finite set of replacement rules s 1 -*  s 2 where s 1 and s 2 are 
skeletons. 
Analogous to Brainerd (1967), we define then the class of regular skeletal sets 
as those generated by rewriting systems. Brainerd has shown that each such 
rewriting system can be replaced by a normal form rewriting system in which 
each rule is of the form 
--~ b or of the form a --~ 
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(i,e., a tree of depth 1 is replaced by a tree of depth O, or vice versa). We see 
immediately that this is not the case for skeletal grammars. First we need: 
DEFINITION 3.2. A skeletal rewriting system, G, is said to be of rank i if 
the greatest depth of any tree on the left-hand side of a replacement rule in G is 
at most i. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. There are skeletal sets of local sets which are not generable 
by rewriting systems of depth 1. 
Proof. The skeletal set of the local set of Example 3.1 cannot be generated 
by a skeletal rewriting system of depth 1. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. 
° \  /°\a, 
a/ /  a, a / " \a  
~/ ' \a ,  a / "\ , 
a / ' \a  
. / \a ,  
/ \a  "'" 
a / "\ .  
a / ' \ ,  
a / \ "'" 
a / "\a 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Skeletal rewriting systems of depth 2 are more powerful 
than skeletal rewriting systems of depth 1. 
Proof. A skeletal rewriting system for the skeletal set of Example 3.1 is: 
i a / \a ,  a / \ .  , . / \a l ,  
= ° / \a  t 
/ \a /\a, a/\  
a/ \a  -" . / \a  a / \a  a / \ .  
a/\a a / \a 
As we can readily generalize Example 3.1 we have the following: 
THEOREM 3.1. The skeletal rewriting systems generate a depth hierarchy of 
skeletal sets. 
We consider next the skeletal grammars. First, we show that the sets of skeletons 
generated by skeletal rewriting systems are skeletal set of CFGs. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let G be a skeletal rewriting system. S a is a local skeletal set 
(i.e., the skeletal set of local set). 
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Proof. We make use of a result by Brainerd (1967). 5First, let G' be derived 
from G by labeling each internal node by the number of direct successors of that 
node. Then S(G) = S(G'), and G' is seen to be a regular rewriting system in 
Brainerd's ense and thus his result gives us a frontier-to-root tree automaton 
recognizing S(G'). By Theorem 2.5, this is a local set. | 
The converse of Theorem 3.2 is: 
TI~EOREM 3.3. Every context free grammar, G, has a skeletal grammar, G', 
such that S~ = Sa' .  
Proof. The set of skeletons of derivation trees of G, Sc ,  is accepted by a 
deterministic frontier-to-root skeletal automaton. I f s I and s2 are two skeletons 
which evaluate to state q then s 1 -+ s 2 is a sound rule. 6 Let T 1 be the set of 
state trees such that on any path from root-to-frontier there is at most one 
occurrence of any variable q, and T 2 be the set of state trees such that on any 
path from root-to-frontier there are at most two occurrences of any variable, and 
P = {S(x) --+ S(y) ] x in T1, y in T2, both x and y having the same root label}. 
Then G' = (T 1 , P)  is a skeletal rewriting system for Sa .  | 
3.2. Skeletal Adjunct Sets 
Here we show how the tree adjunct grammars Of Joshi et al. (1975) can be 
extended to skeletal adjunct grammars. The theory of adjunct grammars was 
originally described in Joshi et al. (1972a, b) for the string rammars. Indeed, 
in that theory the role of variables was quite problematic. Levy (1974, 1976) 
showed that, in fact, the generative power of the local string adjunct grammars 
is enhanced through the use of variables (the so-called null symbols; Joshi et al., 
1972a, b), and the variables are not needed in the generation of regular sets. 
Accordingly, it is satisfying to note that these results directly generalize if the 
skeletal sets are interpreted as the variable free counterparts of the tree sets: 
Skeletal adjunct grammars can generate all skeletons of local sets, and more, but 
the set of yields of tree adjunct grammars properly includes the set of yields of 
skeletal adjunct grammars. 
DEFINITION 3.3. A skeletal adjunct grammar is described formally as G ~- 
(S c , S A , R) where S c is a finite set of center skeletons, S A a finite set of skeletal 
adjuncts, and R is a set of rules of skeletal adjunction. A skeletal component is
either a skeleton or a skeletal adjunct. A skeletal adjunct is just like a skeleton 
except hat it has one unlabeled node on its frontier. 
(As in the string and tree adjunct grammars, each component represents the 
set of objects derivable from that component in the grammar. A simple example 
5 For every regular tree grammar, G, one can effectively construct a deterministic 
tree automaton, M, such that L(M)  = L(G) (Theorem 4.7 of Brainerd, 1967). 
6 A rule is sound, if its application to trees in S yields trees in S. 
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is the declarative sentence determiner-noun-verb where an adjective may be 
adjoined to the left of noun, and the resulting sentence is of the class determiner- 
noun-verb.) 
R is a finite set of rules of the form: 
(s l ,  s~, i0) 
where s I is a skeletal component, s 2 is a skeletal adjunct, andp is a tree address. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let q and t 2 be trees, with p in domain(q) distinguished 
vertex in frontier(t2). The tree obtained by adjoining t2 to tl at p, call it ts ,  has 
domain(t3) = {x ] x is in domain(q) and x 4: p • y} 
0 { P" x ] x is in domain(te) } 
Q) {p"  q" x ]p"  x is in domain(q)} 
and 
t.(x) = tl(x) 
= t~(y) 
- -  t l (  p " y )  
x in domain(t 0 and x @ p -y  
x = p • y and y in domain(t2). 
x = p • q • y and p • y in domain(G). 
Pictorially, this is represented in Fig. 3. 
q 
2 
q ubt re~ at  
p ir~ S 1 
S IS  1 , S2, Pl 
FIo. 3. Adjunction. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let a(s) be the tree obtained from the skeletal component s 
by labeling each node in the interior of s with its address, and a be the operation 
which recovers the skeletal component from ~(s); i.e., a(oz(s)) = s. 
The class s 1 of marked components of type s 1 is defined recursively as the 
smallest class containing the following: 
(i) ~(sl) is in ~1. 
(ii) I f  x is in 81, y is in ~,  p'  is the address of a node labeled p in x, and q 
is the (unique) node labeled . on the frontier of y, then the tree, obtained 
by adjoining a(y) to x a tp '  is in ~,. 
The skeletal set generated by G is 
{a(x) I x is in ~i for some center skeleton s~}. 
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EXAMPLE 3.2. The skeletal set of the context free grammar with productions 
S --4 aSTb, S ~ ab, T --~ c, T --~ Td can be generated by the skeleta ! adjunct 
grammars: 
Sl = a / /~b s2 = a ~ b  s3 = • / /~d 
C 
with S e ={st} , S¢ ={s2,sa} , and R ={(Sl,S2,X),(s2,s~,a),(sa,sz,A),  
(s~, s~, 3)}. 
THEOREM 3.4. The class of skeletons of tree adjunct sets properly includes the 
class of skeletal adjunct sets. 
Proof. Interpreting each string as a right linear tree, the proof in Levy (1974) 
carries over. | 
EXAMPLE 3.3. 
Q 
S1 i X2 b / !~ c 
g 
Sc = {sl}, Sa = {s2), R = {(s~, s2, A), (s2, s2,2)}. Then yield(X(G)) c3 a*b*ec*d*~- 
a%necnd~!n >~ 1} which is not context free. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let T be a local set. Then S(T)  is a skeletal adjunct set. 
Sketch of proof. (The argument isa generalization fthat given in Levy, 1976.) 
By Theorem 2.2 there is a deterministic skeletal automaton for S(T); call it M. 
Let Q be the state set of M. M will define, for each skeletal adjunct, s, a mapping 
Q --~ ~, which we denote by (s) M. A skeletal adjunct grammar will have as its set 
of center skeletons, all skeletons in S(T)  of depth ~ k ~, where k = ]~ ]. Let 
A(s~, s 2 , p) be the skeletal form obtained by adjoining s2 to s 1 at p. The grammar 
will have the adjuncts all skeletal forms of depth ~k  l~ and rules (sl, s2,p), 
whenever (A(sl, s2, p))M = (S~)M. 
Finally, the rules (s I , s2, p) for each center skeleton s1 and each skeletal form s~ 
such that A(s 1 , s~, p) leads to the same state as s 1 . 
It  can be shown that the grammar is both sound and complete: each skeleton 
in S(T)  has a derivation within G, and each skeleton derived in G is in S(T). | 
From Example 3.2 and Theorem 3.5 we have 
THEOREM 3.6. The class of skeletal adjunct sets properly includes the class 
of skeletons of local sets. 
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4. THE ROLE OF VARIABLES 
The results of Section 2 and 3 suggest hat the variables in a context free 
grammar are dispensable. Assuming that one had a description solely of the 
phrase markers for the set of words in the language, there are various methods 
for constructing finite representations (i.e., grammars) which do not explicitly 
make use of the nonterminals. 
This indeed was already well known in the case of regular sets, where the 
descriptions in terms of different replacement systems gives a grammatical 
characterization. I  the case of context free systems, or more general grammars, 
such a description is now also possible. Even so, for many purposes the standard 
descriptions using syntactic variables will undoubtedly continue, because such 
descriptions have much more economical representations. 
Essentially all of our methods for eliminating variables while retaining 
structural information depend implicitly on congruence preserving transforma- 
tions. In this case for any fixed bound of the ratio f the cost of representation 
there are languages in which the efficiency due to variables exceeds that bound. 
We show this for the case of a regular set, comparing the skeletal grammar to 
the standard right linear grammar. 
Notat ion .  In the case of a right linear grammar the structural description 
(i.e., skeleton) of a la  2 ".. a~ is 
al/i 
a /i 
We denote this skeleton a(a la  2 "" a , )  and replacement rules are then of the 
form a(~l) --~ ~(~2) where ~1, a2 ~ Z+. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let R be the regular set accepted by the finite automaton 
shown in Fig. 4, where s 1 is the starting state and s n is the only accepting state. 
The right linear grammar has productions: 
$i "-~ agi+l 1 ~< i < n 
S i ~ bsi_ 1 1 < i ~ n 
S n ~ as  1 
sl - , -  bsn 
Sn_  1 -~ a 
S1-- -> D. 
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a 
FIG. 4. Finite automaton for R. 
Since there are n states, each will require O(log n) symbols and the complete 
grammar can be represented in O(n log n) symbols. 
The skeletal rewriting system has I = {a(a~-l), a(b)} and rewriting rules 
and 
a(aV-1)--+a(ba v) 
a(bv-2a)-+a(abp-la) 
a(av-2b)--+a(baV-lb) 
a(bv-~)--+a(ab ~) 
2 <~p <~ n 
~(a) --- ,~(a"+~) 
~(b) ~ o(a"b) 
or(a) --+ a(b~a) 
~(b) --, ~(b~+~). 
Thus the number of symbols in the skeletal rewriting system is O(n2). | 
In Example 4.1, we see a regular language where the ratio of storage for the 
skeletal rewriting system to the standard right linear grammar, using variables, 
is O(n/log n). This shows that: 
THEOREM 4.1. The improvement in storage efficiency of the standard grammar 
over the skeletal grammar through the se of variables is not bounded by any constant. 
5. CONCLUSIONS AND SOME OPEN PROBLEMS 
In this paper, we have tried to describe context free grammars in such a way 
that only the grouping structure of the sentences in the language is described. This 
purely structural description, ignoring syntactic categories, corresponds more 
closely to the immediate intuition about grouping in the immediate constituent 
analysis of linguistics. We have called this description a skeletal description or 
skeleton. 
We have shown that a finite set of skeletons can characterize a context free 
language in the same way that a finite set of sentences characterizes a regular set; 
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we need only know a bound on the number of states in an automaton recognizing 
the language. The theory of skeletal automata follows the theory of tree automata, 
except hat recognizability by a skeletal automata gives a characterization of the 
local sets in the sense of Thatcher (1967, 1973) and Levy (to appear). 
Similarly, the results of Brainerd (1967) and the results of Joshi et al. (1975) 
can be restated in the new terminology. 
Since we have shown that all of the results of the phrase structure description 
using variables can be derived with descriptions closer to the linguistic intuition 
of grouping without naming the syntactic ategories, one may well ask in what 
manner the variables arise. There are two answers: 
(1) The variables correspond to states in the description f a processor, 
and also to (Nerode) congruence classes. 
(2) The description i  terms of skeletons, as measured by the number of 
symbols required, is arbitrarily more complex. 
Finally, we suggest the following open problems: 
(1) Develop parsing techniques based directly on the structured skeletal 
description. 
(2) Describe the methods of grammatical inference in terms of skeletal 
descriptions. 
(3) Extend the methods of skeletal structural descriptions to arbitrary 
phrase structure grammars. 
Note added in proof. Just before we received the galley proofs, we learnt from Dr. 
O. Mayer of the University of the Kaiserslautern, Germany that he had considered a 
notion of skeletons and obtained a result similar to our Theorem 2.5. His result appears 
in "On the analysis and synthesis problems for context free expressions," which was 
presented at the 4th Symposium on Mathematical Foundations of Computer Science, 
Mari~inske L~iznd, September 1975. The proceedings were published as Lecture Notes 
in Computer Science, ~/~32, Springer Verlag, Berlin-Heidelberg-New York, 1975. We 
want to thank Dr. O. Mayer for pointing out this reference. 
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